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Synopsis

In the heart-stopping twentieth installment of J.R. Ward's beloved Black
Dagger Brotherhood series, fan-favorite characters Wrath and Beth return
for a story of passion, sacrifice, and the unbreakable bonds that unite them.

Wrath, the King of the Vampires, and his beloved shellan, Beth, have faced
countless challenges together. But their greatest test is yet to come. When
a powerful enemy threatens to destroy everything they hold dear, Wrath
and Beth must fight for their love and their very survival.

As they navigate a treacherous path filled with danger and heartbreak,
Wrath and Beth discover the true meaning of sacrifice. They learn that love
is not just a feeling, but a choice—a choice they are willing to make again
and again, no matter the cost.

Review

Always Mine is a must-read for fans of the Black Dagger Brotherhood
series. J.R. Ward has once again created a captivating story that will leave
readers breathless.
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Wrath and Beth are one of the most beloved couples in paranormal
romance, and their story is sure to please even the most demanding
readers. Ward does an excellent job of developing their characters and
exploring the complex dynamics of their relationship.

The plot of Always Mine is fast-paced and action-packed, with plenty of
twists and turns to keep readers on the edge of their seats. Ward also does
a great job of balancing the action with the romance, creating a story that is
both exciting and emotionally satisfying.

Overall, Always Mine is a well-written and entertaining novel that is sure to
please fans of the Black Dagger Brotherhood series. Ward has created a
story that is both thrilling and heartwarming, and readers will be left eagerly
awaiting the next installment.

About the Author

J.R. Ward is the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Black Dagger
Brotherhood series. She has sold over 15 million copies of her books
worldwide, and her work has been translated into over 25 languages.

Ward is known for her strong characters, complex storylines, and steamy
romances. She has won numerous awards for her work, including the RITA
Award for Best Paranormal Romance and the Goodreads Choice Award for
Best Romance.

Ward is a native of Kentucky, and she currently lives in the Midwest with
her husband and two children.



Always Mine is a must-read for fans of paranormal romance. J.R. Ward has
once again created a captivating story that will leave readers breathless.
This is a story of love, sacrifice, and the unbreakable bonds that unite us.
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